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Lincoln, Nebraska (Newsworthy.ai) Thursday Oct 19, 2023 @ 6:00 AM Pacific —

Talent Plus has launched a white paper discussing the impact of leadership talent on team
dynamics with the goal to create an understanding of the importance of leadership
alongside that of the team – expanding upon the research and discussion of 4 critical ways
to unlock powerful team dynamics:

Understand leaders’ strengths.
Equip leaders to personalize their approach.
Train leaders in team dynamics.
Assess the gaps.

Through conversations and coaching, Talent Plus president Makenzie Rath, cites what
Talent Plus heard most about that people want from their careers/workplaces:

To be a part of talented teams that enjoy and complement each other.
To work with leaders who appreciate and invest in our development.
To be valued for the talents and strengths we bring to the table.
To be recognized for our successes and supported through our failures.
To feel a sense of purpose through our roles.

“To improve company culture,” Scott C. Whiteford, PhD, the white paper’s author, offers,
“leaders must evaluate the strengths of their team members, understand the team as a
whole, and put each team member in the best places for them to succeed.”

American writer Annie Dillard states, “How we spend our days is, of course, how we spend
our lives.” Thus, team culture really matters when 33% of our lives are spent on the job.

Knowing this reality, Dr. Whiteford adds, “The crucial component of building a strong team
culture is to assess the inner workings of the team in real-time. Although it’s important to
implement a strengths-based approach through assessing the strengths of team members,
focusing on their development and understanding of the Talent Grid, it’s equally important
to see how the team culture is taking shape at the moment.”

Whiteford and Rath hope leaders and team members will download this impactful white
paper and begin to apply these talent strategies to their teams and explore more to create
stronger teams in their workplaces. “When team dynamics improve, the workplace
improves,” concludes Rath.

Scott C. Whiteford, Ph.D. is the Director of Leadership Analytics at Talent Plus where his
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role is to partner with, listen to, and find solutions for our clients, their teams, and their
organization. With an emphasis on strengths through selection and development, he helps
our clients find success on their talent-based journey.

About TalentPlus:

Talent Plus, Inc. is the premier human capital and talent management consulting partner.
By following our principles: Recognize, Engage, Accelerate, and Lead, you can leverage the
natural talents of your employees to make the greatest individual and organizational impact
— assessing, selecting, onboarding, developing, coaching, engaging, and retaining the right
people with the right talents to grow and gain a sustained competitive advantage. With
offices in the USA and Singapore, visit www.talentplus.com or call 1-(800) VARSITY
(827-7489).
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